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THE WESTIN LA PALOMA INTRODUCES TUCSON, ARIZONA
capital of the newly formed Arizona
Territory, the town's people invested in
what they hoped would become a stable
community. The capital was moved north
before Arizona became a state in 1912.
Tucson ultimately was allowed to
establish another prestigious state
institution, the University of Arizona.
Tucson enjoys more sunshine than
any other city in the United States, about
350 days each year. Winter temperatures
are mild, while summers allow for
outdoor activity at any hour of the day or
evening. Two rainy seasons replenish the
desert landscape. Low humidity
complements sunny living for most of the
year by making warm temperatures feel
cooler.

Tucson is the true Southwest: a city
alive with character, history, diversity, and
pure charm. Hospitality is not just a
buzzword. It's a genuine way of life. A
stunning desert setting, ruggedly
handsome mountains, gently rolling hills
and clear blue skies create unmatched
natural beauty, geography, and climate.
Tucson is a fast-growing city of
nearly 700,000 people. This modem
metropolis is complemented by an
uncomplicated way of life, where bustling
offices co-exist with wide open spaces.
More than a century of habitation in this
desert valley has created a rich blend of
cultures.
The Hohokam ("the vanished ones")
Indians farmed the area in the first century
when it was fed by a river. Then they
inexplicably disappeared, later to be
replaced by Pima and Tohono O'odham
tribes. Spanish missionary Father Eusebio
Francisco Kino made his initial visit in

1687 to what the Pima Indians called
"Stjukshon," meaning, roughly, "spring at
the foot of a black mountain." The word
referred to the then-flowing Santa Cruz
River.
The city of Tucson was founded
August 20, 1775, by Irishman Hugh
O'Connor. A walled presidio provided
refuge for travelers and residents and was
soon nicknamed the "Old Pueblo," an
endearment still used today. Spain's
claim to Tucson ended when Mexico
gained independence in 1821. The
Mormon Battalion took over the city in
1846 in the name of the United States,
under whose flag Tucson remained except
for a brief period when Confederate
soldiers seized the city during the Civil
War. Tucson was known as a rowdy
frontier town tempered by social
refinements brought by city settlers. In
1867, when the Old Pueblo was named
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PHE GRADS AND STUDENTS ACTIVE IN THE FIELD
GRADUATES
Dr. Ford M. Craig (1993, Regional
Cluster[ International]) has been named to
the North Central Association pool of
consultant evaluators. Dr. Craig had his
first visit in January. He visited a
community college system in southwest
Arkansas.
Dr. Gilbert M. Dominguez (1977,
Los Angeles II Cluster) has accepted the
position of superintendent/president of
Imperial Valley College in Imperial,
California. Dr. Dominguez's former
position was vice president in charge of
instruction at College of the Sequoias,
Visalia, California.
Dr. Jodi Parks-Doyle ( 1984, Tampa
Cluster) has been elected chair-elect of
the Council of Associate Degree
Programs of the National League for
Nursing. Dr. Parks-Doyle is director of
nursing at Saint Petersburg Junior
College, Saint Petersburg, Florida.

Dr. Gwendolyn W. Sanders (1975,
Baltimore Cluster) is president ofG & G
Enterprise Educational Consulting and
Resource Development; consultant/
trainer PEACE Education Foundation,
Miami, Florida and is coordinator of
support service and community relations
Springfield College, Springfield,
Massachusetts, College of Human
Services, Wilmington Campus.
Dr. Roger Martinsen (1983, Tampa
Cluster) was inducted into the 199 5
Florida Community Colleges Activities
Association Hall of Fame. He built the
baseball program at Central Florida
Community College and was the head
baseball coach for 25 years.
Dr. Martinsen is the faculty senate
president and a physical education
instructor at Central Florida Community
College in Ocala, Florida.

Dr. Ken J. Kovach (1993 ,
International Cluster) completed the first
corporate aviation operations graduate
course which was developed for EmbryRiddle Aeronautical University's distance
learning program. The course was
conducted over the INTERNET. Dr.
Kovach is associate professor at EmbryRiddle Aeronautical University.
Dr. Christine D. Loftin (1994,
Tampa Cluster) is the Child Development
Program chair/instructor of Okefenokee
Technical Institute, Waycross, Georgia.
· The full-service community family center
opened in January, 199 5 and provides
child care services for children whose
parents are enrolled in an educational area
at Okefenokee Technical Institute,
Waycross College, or Ware County High
School. The students in Dr. Loftin's child
development program have a quality
laboratory setting right on campus.
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STUDENTS
Judith Bornholdt (Orange County
Cluster) was selected to present at the
Excellence in Education 1995 Symposium
which was sponsored by the University of
Phoenix. The presentation entitled
"Development of a Leadership Module for
a Small Business Operations and
Management Course," was based on her
practicum project for the leadership
seminar. Bornholdt was also the recipient
of the adjunct faculty award from
Southwestern Community College.
Bornholdt is an instructor at Southwestern
College, Chula Vista, California.

Judith Bornholdt and Southwestern
Community College Academic Senate
President Ron Vess

Dr. Martinsen (l) and Dr. Weaver (r)
inducted into the 1995 Florida Community
Colleges Activities Assocation Hall of Fame

Dr. Tom Weaver (1978 , Orlando II
Cluster) was inducted into the 1995
Florida Community Colleges Activities
Association Hall of Fame. Dr. Weaver is
director of testing and director of the
community of scholars honors program at
Central Florida Community College and
is the advisor for Phi Theta Kappa honor
society. Dr. Weaver says, "The real thrill
is working with hundreds of very eager
and wonderful community college
students. I think they stack up with the
best of the university students."
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Dale Husbands (Tampa Cluster) was
selected as region recipient of the national
award for "Outstanding Community &
Technical College Leader or Leadership
Team Member." Husbands is the computer
coordinator at Valencia Community
College, Orlando, Florida.
Joseph P. Linskey (Philadelphia
Cluster) was promoted to captain in the
Franklin Police Department of Franklin,
New Jersey. He was assigned to the
position of operations commander and is
second in command to the chief of police.
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FACULTY IN THE NEWS
ANNE E. MULDER, PH.D., RECEIVES
THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF
COMMUNITY COLLEGE'S 1996
LEADERSHIP AWARD
Anne E. Mulder, Ph.D., PHE Program
Professor, Higher Education
Dr. Mulder has been awarded the prestigious
American Association of Community College's
(AACC) 1996 Leadership Award
Dr. Mulder's award was presented at
the AACC's Convention, April 13-16,
1996, in Atlanta, Georgia. This award
was presented to Dr. Mulder in recognition of her national commitments and
long-standing contributions, leadership,
and service to community colleges. Dr.
Mulder states, "[C]ommunity colleges
represent the very essence of what
education should be about in a democracy." She is past president of Lake
Michigan Community College and has
served as a board member for the
American Council on Education and the
American Association of Community
Colleges, and is still very active in
providing leadership to the college
community. Presently she is working on
a national workshop for community
college leaders, "Righting the Standard"
which will be held in Phoenix, Arizona
this summer. She consults with the
W. K. Kellogg Foundation in a variety of
areas associated with higher education.

Richard Harris, Ed.D.,
Los Angeles
North cluster
coordinator
represented NSU at
the Military Educator
Conference,
Monterey, CA.
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Dr. Warren H. Groff, Ed.D.,
ore national lecturer, MARP
dvisor, and practicum
evaluator, has had a
presentation entitled "New
Habits of Heart and Mind:
:)'
◄• \ 'Third Wave'
~
Transformational Leaders,
Creating Solution-Based Leaming
Focused on Children and Families and Math,
Science, and Technology in the Era of Smart
Homes, Wired Communities, Fast Systems, Global
Networks, and Fast- Forward Learners in a
Borderless World," accepted by ERIC.
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WELCOME TO SUMMER AT THE FOOT OF THE BLACK HILL
By: Susan Keen, Ed.D., associate cluster
coordinator of the International Cluster
The 1996 Summer Institute for PHE
will be held in Tucson, Arizona. As a
resident of Tucson, I thought l' d give you
a bit of information so that you can take
full advantage of both the learning and its
environment.

To picture Tucson today, imagine a
bowl. The rim of the bowl is made up of
the Santa Catalina, Rincon, Santa Rita,
Tucson, and Tortolita mountains. The
bottom of the bowl is 168 square miles
populated by almost 700,000 people. The
entire bowl is high desert valley on the
northern edge of the Sonoran Desert.
Don't expect sand dunes and camels,
though. The desert is always green, but is
a gray-green. Temperatures over 100 are
common, but humidity is rarely over 20%.
For comparison, the average high
temperature in Fort Lauderdale last year
was about 90 degrees with 98% humidity.
You can get a sunburn in Tucson rapidly
because of the altitude and low humidityand not even realize it.
The Westin La Paloma sits on the
northern edge of this bowl on top of one
of the foothills of the Santa Catalina
mountains. At night, there is a wonderful
view of the lights of Tucson. And, by the
way, do not expect a lot of bright lights.
The mountains on the rim of this bowl are
home to some of the most famous
astronomical observatories in the worldbright city lights interfere with the
telescopes.
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Tucson is truly the biggest small
town around. It is physically huge with
diverse populations of Spanish, Mexican,
Native American, Oriental, and many
other cultures-as well as the code of the
Old West. Most people follow the
western tradition of friendliness,
helpfulness, and hospitality and will do
their best to make you feel welcome and
comfortable.

Things to Do While
You're Studying Your
Brains Out
While you are spending
your days in the Tucson
foothills in specialization
classes or concurrent
sessions or workshops, there
are many things to see and
places to go for families who
accompanied you-or beckon
you on Wednesday
afternoon. Here are a few
ideas:
Water: The Westin La
Paloma opened the longest
water slide in North America
last July. If you wish to
travel, there is a water park
about 12 miles from the hotel; however,
remember, this is the desert! Water is
scarce and at a premium!
To find coolness: Three cool places
come immediately to mind. Just east of
Tucson is Colossal Cave, the largest dry
cave in the world. Temperatures in the
cave remain at 70 degrees year round.
For driving, hiking, and picnicking, you
cannot beat Mt. Lemmon.
Environmentalists say that driving up
Mt. Lemmon is like driving from the
Mexican border to the Arctic Circle-in
terms of flora and fauna. For people
whose blood is beginning to simmer from
the heat, the top of Mt. Lemmon can be
35 degrees cooler than the bottom. The
scenery is spectacular; and at the top, you
can ride the southernmost ski lift in the
United States. South of Tucson is Bisbee,
a tum-of-the-century, restored, copper
mining town. You can tour one of the
mines, complete with helmet, miner's
light, and mackintosh (the coat, not the
computer). In the mine, temperatures are
likely to be about 50 degrees. Then, you
can stroll through the quaint Victorian
shops, stop at the pit mine, and enjoy a
scenic drive back fo The Westin La
Paloma.
4

To study wildlife: The Tucson area
abounds with national parks, state parks,
and local parks dedicated to preserving
the plant and animal life native to the
Sonoran desert. Within Tucson, the
Tucson Botanical Gardens offer a restful
haven in which to stroll and admire many
types of formal and informal plantings.
Tohono Chul is a more natural garden in
which you can see some of the infinite
variety of cacti, succulents, and other
desert plants. The Reid Park Zoo offers a
fascinating look at the animal kingdom.
Biosphere II, just north of Tucson, is a
living experiment on the forces affecting
the delicate environmental balances of our
planet. My personal favorite is the
Sonoran Desert Museum. This could be
an all-day trip, for the museum has
wonderful, labelled exhibits of plants,
minerals, reptiles, cave dwellers, birds,
humming birds, and animal life such as
prairie dogs, mountain cats, big horn
sheep, deer, wild turkeys, and bears.
Throughout the park, docents give
demonstration and mini-talks on fossils,
animals, geology, and other topics. The
museum has a snack bar and restaurant.
One word of caution. In the summer, the
animals are much smarter than people, for
as soon as it gets hot, they hide in cool
spaces while sweltering humans try to
spot them. To see the animals, get there
early (about 8 a.m. or earlier, if possible).
The wonders of technology: South
of Tucson is the Titan Missile Museum
where volunteers guide visitors through
the engineering marvel of a missile silo.
In the heart of the University of Arizona
campus, Flandreau Planetarium offers a
technological peak at the stars.
Other cultures: Sixty miles south of
Tucson is Nogales, United States and
Mexico. It is best to park on the United
States side and stroll the streets of the
Mexican side. Be prepared to bargain for
your purchases, or you can pay twice what
an item is worth. Also, remember to bring
proof of citizenship. Visitors from
countries other than the United States
need to show a passport. Between
Nogales and Tucson is Tubae, an old
Spanish village and archeological ruins of
a presidio (Spanish fort). The village has
been restored by artisans and you can see
and purchase some lovely handcrafted
items. Between Tubae and Tucson, the
San Xavier mission glistens in the
sunlight to the west of Interstate 19.
Founded by Spanish missionaries, the
SPRING 1996

mission is a center of Native American
culture and history. And, for culture of
another sort, plan a trip to Fourth Avenue.
It's just like entering a time warp and
ending up in the 1960s. Park on
University and take the restored trolley to
Fourth Avenue. Stroll among the
boutiques, craft malls, music shops, and
restaurants to marvel at the nostalgia.

Golf: And for those of you to whom
vacation means golf, the Golf Card
Company at 6286 E. Grant Street, Tucson,
Arizona 85711 (520-886-8800) offers a
card for $69.55 which results in
approximately 50% off the greens fees at
most of the Tucson golf courses. Again,
the heat caution. Play early in the day or
very late; use gallons of sunscreen; wear a
hat; bring and drink plenty ofnonalcoholic fluids.
The Wild West: On the way to
Bisbee to see the copper mine, plan to
stop in Tombstone, home of the shootout
at OK Corral and the original Boot Hill.
See the authentically restored and
maintained buildings in and around which
many a western movie was shot. Maybe
by the time the institute starts, part of Old
Tucson Studios will be re-opened. This
site of many movie and television show
locations was devastated by fire last
spring. It is hoped that at least part of the
restoration will be complete by summer.
Tucson: Travel, Clothes, Food,
and Weather
Getting to Tucson can be a challenge.
Because of the high cost of landing taxes,
not all airlines come into Tucson. And
Tucson in July is three hours earlier than
the east coast, so you may arrive before
you leave. However, as of December 1,
Delta began flying into Tucson from
Atlanta via Phoenix. Check your flights.
It might be less expensive to fly into
Phoenix and rent a car or take a Shuttle
from the Airport into Tucson.

Pack lightly. You already know you
will have several pounds of books, papers,
and practicums to bring, and a greater
amount to take home. Tucson is very
informal. Shorts are accepted in most
restaurants. You will need a lot of
sunscreen, a bathing suit, other sports
equipment, hiking boots, a sweater if you
go into the mountains, mines or caves,
and sunglasses. You may need an
umbrella, as Tucson suffers from a
monsoon season in the summer.
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Sample menus. Menus from the
area restaurants that will deliver to The
Westin will be available in the institute
office. Take advantage of the cuisine.
Because most of the beef is local and
range fed, steaks are wonderful--and
cheap. In a local restaurant, a two-pound
T-bone is $12.95 (and the same restaurant
will cut off your tie, if you wear one).
Ribs are a local specialty. And, of course,
you can get authentic Mexican food in
many areas. Since Tucson is landlocked
until California falls into the ocean,
seafood is available, but not with the local
flair of other cuisines. Restaurants range
from national chains to local 1950s
diners, to steak or rib houses, to very
elegant and expensive bistros. The choice
is yours.
Weather. There is no nice way to
say it - Tucson, in the summer, is hot.
For 75 days a year, temperatures are in
excess of 100 degrees. However, locals
start complaining when the humidity hits
15%. People exercise, walk, and do
outdoor activities early in the day or late
in the evening, and hibernate in airconditioned buildings during the heat.
Tucson is world famous for its
lightning and thunderstorms. More
people get killed by lightning in Tucson
than any other place in the world. It is
not uncommon for thunderstorms to be
accompanied by winds of 60 plus miles
per hour. If a storm is imminent, stay
indoors. If you get stuck in a storm while
driving, pay attention to signs that say
"Do Not Enter When Flooded." Tucson
is criss-crossed by many washes, dry river
and stream beds that fill rapidly and
violently during storms. In fact, the sun
may be shining, but if there are clouds on
the mountains, the washes can suddenly
fill. Stay away from such washes.
Arizona has a stupid motorist law which
states that if you get caught in a wash and
need to be rescued, you are liable for the
cost of the rescue (which can exceed
$2,000). Every year, several people die
because they assume that they can drive
through water covering a road, and get
washed downstream, car and all, by the
force of the current. Be careful!
Tucson is a neat place to be! It's
sunny, warm, dry (most of the time), with
unique cultures, flora and fauna, shopping
and sports. So, from sports to history to
science or plants and animals, Tucson
abounds with things to see and do, and
places to go.
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1996SUMMER
INSTITUTE
by: Diane L. Paul, Ed.D., Associate
Director, Cluster Development and
Summer Institute

This year the summer institute
promises to be "terrifically hot" as we
meet together at The Westin La Paloma in
Tucson, Arizona, July 28 - August 3.
Three dynamic speakers will help us
explore the theme, "The Global Initiative:
A Call to Action. Dr. Carl Hammerschlag
will enchant us at the opening session, Ms.
Hattie Hill-Storks will ignite us as she
challenges each one to think globally on
Tuesday, and Dr. Samuel Betances will
explode with enthusiasm as he presents at
Thursday's general session.
Concurrent sessions have been
designed with your individual needs in
mind. Two new sessions for this year are
"Meet a MARP Advisor" and "Meet a
Practicum Reader." Use this time to get to
know many of the advisors and readers
you will be working with on your research
efforts. In addition, a session titled
"Networking by Research Interest" will be
available on Friday afternoon. Each
research area will be facilitated by students
selected by the Graduate Student Council.
This will be an opportunity for you to
actively participate and interact with other
students.
To honor the 1996 PHE Scholars
Program participants, recognition will be
given at the opening reception and dinner
on Sunday evening. The three PHE
scholars will also present their work during
a Friday afternoon session. Consider
writing an essay for the PHE Scholars
Program next year.
I look forward to seeing you on the
Arizona desert as we gather for this annual
event.
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SOME PRACTICAL ADVICE
ON PRACTICUMS

PHEUPDATES
WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY (WSU) • NOVASOUTHEASTERN
UNIVERSITY (NSU)
Host Research Library Project
As of March 1, 1996, NSU expanded the library resources available to its students with
the WSU-NSU Host Research Library program. This service enhances the collections and
services at NSU. The undergraduate, graduate, and professional libraries at NSU are
participating in this program. The libraries at WSU have a vast network of materials available
beyond the 3.5 million volumes and 24,000 journal titles within the university system. WSU is
part of the Detroit Area Library Network (DALNET) with 1Omillion volumes. Arrangements with
other research libraries will further enhance the materials available to NSU students through the
WSU - NSU Host Research Library Project. Direct delivery of materials to students at their
homes will be part of this new service. NSU has arranged for priority service on all materials
from the Wayne State Library, which includes 72 hours turnaround time, and less on many
requests. The WSU library staff will notify NSU library staff in 24 hours if they are not able to
fill a request, so that NSU may proceed with other document delivery services, such as those
provided by Solinet.
For the months of April, May, and
June, the second quarter of 1995, the
Distance Library has cataloged the
following requests for PHE students
and staff: 100 PHE searches, 60 book
orders, 1262 fiche orders, 777 document
orders, and 200 article orders.

John M. Domino
(West Florida Cluster)

No.1 Use time wisely, use time wisely, use
time wisely ...
• Find out when your peak (most alert) time
of the day is ..
• Use this time to focus on new ideas, write
the literature review, etc.
• Use the non-peak hours for constructing the
format and for checking spelling and
grammar.

No. 2 When you reach a brick wall, make a
phone call ...
Leslie Denhard (left) and Jean Davis (right)
(South Florida Cluster Students)

DEANRICHARD GOLDMAN HAS RETIRED AS DEAN
FORFCAE

• Call a cluster mate and share advice, call the
cluster coordinator, write, fax or contact
someone on the internet who can give you a
fresh perspective.
• Pray, call the big boss upstairs, it works!

Dr. Richard Goldman, dean, Abraham S. Fischler Center for the Advancement of Education
(FCAE) has retired as dean. He will become NSU's first university distinguished program
professor of education and will coordinate fund raising efforts for a FCAE building.

• Whatever method of communication, or
person(s) you choose to contact, do it right
away. If you let the practicum gather dust,
soon it will become old, and like an old car
it will be hard to start again!

DO YOU KNOW WHAT FOUR CLUSTERS HAVE THE
MOST STUDENTS?

No. 3 When you think the cake has finished
baking, take it out of the oven!

The Philadelphia Cluster is No.1 with 68 students
The Massachusetts Cluster is No.2 with 63 students
The South Florida Cluster is No. 3 with 56 students
The International Cluster is No. 4 with 55 students.

• An overdone practicum can be like an art
form, it may never seem quite finished.
• Set a time limit, a goal to complete it, by a
specific date, can help tremendously.

DR. TURNER COLLINS WAS APPOINTED ASSOCIATE CLUSTER
COORDINATOR OF THE SPRINGFIELD CLUSTER.
Dr. Turner Collins is a professor of biology at Evangel College. His M.A. and Ph.D. are
both in botany and are from Texas Tech University and the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee,
respectively.
PHE Newsletter

• Practicums can tum into MARP monsters if
you are not careful.. .
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• If you do not meet the goal, give it one more
week, but set strict time limits.

Remember-Each day you are one day closer
toward completion ofyour doctorate.

SPRING 1996

1996 SUMMER INSTITUTE
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CONGRATULATIONS TO THE FOLLOWING GRADUATES
FOR JANUARY AND FEBRUARY 1996

Major Applied Research Project (MARP) titles are listed below

Dallas Cluster
Dr. Dalton DeHart
Higher Education
"Development, Implementation and Evaluation ofa Workforce Literacy Program for Business and Industry in San
Jacinto College District"
Dallas Cluster
"Expanding an Existing Medical Imaging Curriculum at San Jacinto College"
Dr. Claude Harris

Higher Education

Dallas Cluster
Dr. Jesse Hill
Higher Education
"Development, Application and Evaluation ofa Model for the Measurement of the Economic Impact of The Bill J.
Priest Institute on Dallas County"
Phoenix Cluster
Higher Education
"Development ofa Plan for the Town-Gown Relationship Between the Community of Flagstaff and Northern Arizona
University"
Dr. Norman Hintz

South Florida Cluster
Dr. Frank Marrone
Higher Education
"The Development and Implementation of a Parenting Program for the Federal Detention Center in Miami, Florida"
Dr. Terrence Overlock, Sr.
International Cluster
VTO Education
"Development of a Multi-Year Plan for the Integration of Multimedia Technology Into the Learning Environment at
Northern Maine Technical College"

Tampa Cluster
"Evaluation of the Performance ofNon-Completers ofa Postsecondary Culinary Arts Program"
Dr. George Pastor

VTO Education

Springfield Cluster
Adult Education
"The Development of an Adult Education Training Tool for Part-Time, Novice Adult Educators Within Sylvan
Learning Centers"
Dr. Gene Pease

Dr. Pamela Phillips-Hartmann

Dallas Cluster

Higher Education
"Factors That Influence the Attrition and Retention Rates of General Studies Students at Wharton County Junior
College"
L. A. North Cluster
Dr. Paul Plew
"Improving Choral Music Production at the Master's College at Santa Clarita, California"

PHE Newsletter
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Higher Education
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Dr. William Poplin
Greenwood Cluster
Higher Education
"An Evaluation of Technology-Based Distance Education as an Alternative to Traditional Instruction at the Center for
Applied Textile Technology"
Dr. Timothy H. Ricordati

Chicago Cluster

Adult Education

"The Development, Implementation, and Evaluation of a Mastery Leaming Teaching Approach to Reduce Attrition of Adult
Learners"

Dr. John Snell

Calgary Cluster

Higher Education

"Assessment of Factors That Influence Enrollment at Columbia College"

Dr. Claire Wadman

Calgary Cluster

Adult Education

"Development of a Human Resource Development Plan for Lakeland College"

A TRIBUTE TO JANE
By: Michael A. Rooney, Ph.D.,
Phoenix Cluster Coordinator

In addition to the cognitive body of
knowledge we were encountering, we
were also encountering ourselves and the
other 29 participants. You must
remember this was 1967! After a
particularly grueling 24 hour encounter,
or sensitivity group, the participants were
winding down over drinks and snacks.
Jane, who was in the same group as I,
walked up and asked me, "Young man,
what are you trying to do with yourself?"
I responded with a flippant remark
that I hadn't even figured out what I was
going to do the next day. Of course, Jane
would have none of that. She gave me
one of her infamous stares that made you
wish you could disappear. I knew she
was serious, and she wanted me to be.

Jane E. Matson, Ed.D.

I recently learned of the death of
Dr. Jane Matson after she fought a
lengthy battle with leukemia. Jane was
a very important player in the
development of the NSU Programs for
Higher Education. She served in many
important roles for well over 20 years.
However, that is not how I will
remember her. My memories are of
another time and place.
I was a master's student in a
federally-sponsored institute in Hawaii
where I was living. This was 1967.
Jane, who was a visiting professor from
California State University, was the star
professor and resident expert on student
services within the community college
profession.
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In the moments that followed, I know
she saw something in me that I didn't
even see. In short, she believed in me and
in my potential. She reached out and
touched me in a way that told me not to
"settle for anything." She was telling me
that she wanted me to develop my
potential and to amount to something
worthwhile.
Jane was the director of a year-long
institute at Cal State, and she invited me
to attend immediately upon graduating
from the University of Hawaii. Tuition
was paid, as were living expenses. For a
young man with a wife and two babies,
this was manna from heaven!
For nearly 20 years, Jane and I
remained close. We had our
disagreements, but there was always that
basic core of caring. She was my mentor
and my friend. I owe so very much to the
woman who saw something I had yet to
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see in myself. I am terribly grateful that
our paths crossed. I am also proud and
pleased that I often told her how much
she meant to me, for too often we don't
do that in time.
Rest peacefully, Jane. Sleep well,
my mentor. You've left your mark on
many, many ofus. You will be missedbut never, never forgotten.

,9a~tT:··
Dr. Jane E. Matson, major applied
research project advisor and Director's Team
member, passed away February 2, 1996, in
Pasadena, California. She helped develop the
Ed.D. Programs for Higher Education at Nova
[Southeastern] University. She was
associated with Nova Southeastern University
from 1972 to 1996. Dr Matson, professor
emeritus of education, was a professor of
counselor education from California State
University in Los Angeles, where she was a
faculty member for 22 years.
Her career is marked with many
significant milestones. She was a personnel
specialist for the American Association of
Community Colleges in Washington, D.C.,
and developed community college curriculum
while a resident at the Princeton, New Jersey,
Education Testing Services. She is credited
with developing the first federally funded
institute to train community college student
personnel at California Stale University at Los
Angeles. Dr Matson was recognized for her
numerous studies on community college
student personnel work by the American
Association of Community Colleges.
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LEARNING STYLES: NOW MORE THAN EVER!
Core National LecturerCurriculum & Program Planning

Marcia A. Wratcher, Ph.D.

When I was asked to write
something about learning styles for the
Practitioners' News, my thoughts kept
coming back to two important p~radigm
shifts occurring in higher educat10n: The
emphasis on a global perspective and the
emphasis on learning. Our 1996 PHE
Summer Institute theme, "The Global
Initiative: A Call to Action," reflects a
shift in focus away from what we are
doing locally and nationally to who we
are and what we are doing as part of the
world community. Technology, health
care, and economics are a few of the
areas in which the global impacts of
education are being felt. We are called
to imagine and create educational
experiences in response to the needs of
our global community.
No matter what your focus is in the
higher education enterprise-health care,
training and human resources
.
development, the military, corrections
education, or traditional universitieslearning styles can have some impact on
what you are doing. This is especially
true as we look at higher education
through a global lens. At the core of
what we all do are people-leamersunique individuals with individual
learning styles and preferences.
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At the same time that we are called
to action in the global initiative, we are
also seeing a shift in a paradigm that has
governed post-secondary education for
hundreds of years. Barr and Tagg
(1995), in "From Teaching to Leaming A New Paradigm Shift for
Undergraduate Education," discuss this
shift. This shift to produce learning
rather than to provide instruction has
profound implications for instructional
design and delivery, the roles of faculty,
assessment, funding, and governance. I
would suggest that this paradigm shift
has implications for all educational
endeavors, even beyond the
undergraduate experience. Barr and
Tagg believe that the learning p~radigm
recognizes the learner as "the_chief
agent" in the process of leammg. As
educators, then, this requires us to
consider the individuality of learners and
to design educational environments and
experiences that help every student to .
develop his/her talents and competencies.
Leaming styles can play an important
role in what we do, now more than ever!
As you consider the application of
learning styles theory though, it is .
important to be aware of the followmg
issues that surround learning styles.
There is a lack of consistent
definitions of learning style. In fact,
there are many definitions for learning
style because learning style ~s ground~d
in many different psychological theories
such as personality and cognition.
American researchers, in general, tend to
focus on cognitive and psychomotor
theories while European researchers, in
general, tend to focus on actual student
study skills and strategies. Leaming
style is concerned with how we, as
individuals, learn, not what we learn. It
is concerned with our preferences in
learning. There are not good or bad
learning styles. Rather, some styl~s may
aid us in certain learning tasks while
causing us difficulty in other learning
tasks. When you think about applying
learning styles theory in your educational
practice, you should begin by defining
what learning style is for you.
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There are several different
components of learning style.
One of the most widely accepted
conceptions ofleaming style was
presented by Curry (1983). Four
components make up learning style.
They are personality preferences,
information processing preferences,
social interaction preferences, and
instructional/environmental preferences.

Our 1996 PHE Summer
Institute theme, "The
Global Initiative: A Call
to Action," reflects a shift

in focus away from what
we are doing locally and
nationally to who we are
and what we are doing as
part of the world
community.
Curry asks you to consider an onion
as a model representation of learning
style. Personality preferences are at the
core of the onion and are the most stable
of all kinds of preferences. As you move
out from the core, the next layer consists
of information processing preferences.
These preferences deal with how we take
in, process, store, and retrieve
information. While they are not as stable
as personality preferences, they are more
stable than the next layer which consists
of social interaction preferences. Social
interaction preferences are concerned
with how learners interact with others
and behave in learning settings. The
fourth layer in this model consists of
instructional interaction and learning
environment preferences. These
preferences are the least stable of all and
reflect our preferences for such elements
as lighting, temperature, and lecture
versus discussion methods.
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When thinking about learning style
in practice, you need to be very specific
about which preference(s) you seek to
address. This is essential in determining
the kind of data you are seeking about
learners and what you want to do with
the data. It also assists you in the
selection of an appropriate learning
styles inventory.
There are a variety of learning
styles inventories available on the
market. Each of these inventories
assesses something different. They are
categorized according to the components
ofleaming style that Curry has
developed. The Myers-Briggs Type
Indicator, for example, is primarily
considered to be a personality inventory.
The Kolb LSI 11 is an informationprocessing inventory. The GrashaReichmann Student Leaming Style Scale
is a social interaction inventory. Your
selection of a learning styles inventory
will depend on your specific project.
Most learning styles inventories are
self-report instruments. While most
inventories have been subjected to tests
of validity and reliability, you are still
relying on individuals to report about
themselves so there is always some
margin for bias. Leaming styles
inventories are best used to probe a
sample of behavior and to create
awareness with learners. Styles should
never be considered fixed or hereditary.
This implies limits on students.
Culture and gender may impact
learning styles. Researchers and
theorists are faced with a number of
issues as they examine learning styles in
conjunction with culture and gender.
Traditionally, research studies and
college curriculums have been oriented
to white, western males. Only recently,
have women and minorities been
regularly included in studies of learning
style and the validation of learning style
instruments. In the past, many learning
styles researchers did not study culture
and gender because of concerns about
stereotyping and definitive labeling.
While there is no conclusive
evidence that specifically correlates with
culture and gender, there appear to be
some very strong links. For example,
females tend to be more field-dependent
than males. Field-dependents are
dominated by the field or surrounding
area in learning tasks. They rely on
modeling and feedback in their learning.
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Field-dependents tend to be more global
in their thinking. As you saw with the
illustration of the onion, there may be
both inherent personality traits and
socialization factors that are responsible
for learning style. Children learn
behavior appropriate to roles from
parent, teachers, and peers. Antecedents
of culture also play a part in children's
development. In accepting these beliefs,
you can see how important it is to be
sensitive to the many factors that impact
learning and learning style.
Part of the global initiative is to
understand that learners differ and to
take these differences into account in our
work. Leaming styles can provide us
with the tools to better create and
facilitate educational experiences that
maximize every student's learning. We
should take care to apply learning styles
theory in an appropriate and responsible
way.
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NOTES
FROM THE EDITOR
- Carol Petrozella
I would like to extend a
thank you to the Chicago
and West Florida
Clusters for their
gracious and warm
welcome. Both
Patricia Loughren,
graduate administrative fellow, and I
immediately felt at home with the cluster
coordinators, associate cluster
coordinators, faculty, and students. We are
off to the Phoenix Cluster for spring and
are looking forward to Governance and
Management.
This issue has been structured around
the 1996 Summer Institute and I hope that
the information will be of value to you as
you begin to make your plans. A special
thank you to Dr. Susan Keen, associate
cluster coordinator, International Cluster,
for sharing her hometown with us.
As I compiled the stories for this issue,
it was very rewarding to have had the
opportunity to talk to so many interesting
and successful graduates and students.
These interactions have served to reinforce
how fortunate 1 am to be associated with
Programs for Higher Education (PHE) as a
graduate administrative fellow .
PHE is in the process of selecting next
year's graduate administrative fellows.
The competition is keen. It was an
humbling experience to have reviewed the
resumes of such a talented field of
candidates.
The Practitioners' News survey results
are almost completed. Thank you for your
participation and comments. They have
been most helpful in guiding me. I will
publish the final results in the next issue.
The 1996 Summer Institute is going to
be a fantastic learning experience. I
remember last year looking around at the
"Second Year Students" and feeling that
they were so together and knowledgeable.
What struck me the most was the
atmosphere of collegiality and sense of
community that was prevalent throughout
the week. I am looking forward to
renewing acquaintances and meeting new
members of the PHE community.
Please submit news items for the next
issue by May 17, 1996.
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TIPS FOR WRITING
THE COMPREHENSIVE
EXAMINATION
By Carolyn J. Rivard, West
Pennsylvania Cluster
Comprehensives loom before
you and suddenly you are aware
that you have covered an enormous
mound of material. Try these tips
to smooth your way through the
examination process.

1. Seminar Materials: Seminars are
organized in such away that they
compliment one another. Check for
those concepts that are common to al I
the seminars, for example, leadership,
change agentry, accountability, and
systems theory.
2. Course Work: Condense all your
notes down to three to four pages. Then,
take the core concepts down to one
page.
3. Study Partners: Find someone who
shares similar ideas to your own.
Compare your study notes with theirs.
In that way, you will not miss anything
that is significant. Do not let distance
disrupt your studying. Make use of
your E-mail. It is a great way to work
things through.
4. Quotes: Put your quotes on four by
five cards. Put the general topic on one
side and the quote on the other. I
punched a hole in mine and placed them
on a large ring. They travelled with me
everywhere. Review them unti I they
become a part of your everyday
thoughts.
5. Practice, Practice, Practice:
Practice writing old exams. This helps
you to understand how those concepts
can be made to fit into any
comprehensive examination question
that you might face.
6. Enjoy the Experience: You have
prepared well and now the rest is easy.
Plan for a break about the two hour
mark and have a Iight nutritious snack.
Writing the examination will be the
fastest four hours in your life. It is an
exhilarating experience.
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CONGRATULATIONS . ..
to the students who passed the PHE
comprehensive examination January 20,
1996. All 24 students who took the
examination passed.
Aspecial congratulations is extended to the
three students who received high passes.

Susan Donar
(Massachusetts Cluster)

Robert E. Everton
(Richmond Cluster)

Carolyn J. Rivard
(Western Pennsylvania
Cluster)

Do you know who answers
your question•.•
Where is my MARP?

"Technology will
never replace
teachers but
Teachers who use
technology will
replace teachers who
do not!"
-8. W. Siebert

Marge Rowland, Administrative
Secretary, MARPs
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COMPREHENSIVE EXAM QUESTION
Exam Question
"This is the Age ofTransformationof continual reengineering, restructuring,
and reinventing organizations and
institutions- with growing needs for
information access and better
communications. To be successful, people
must remain current in key aspects of
technology, commerce, and global
activities .... It is a new paradigm,
impacting business and industry,
government, and education worldwide." 1

3. Review the examination evaluation
criteria below to ensure that your
answer meets each one.

by Susan A. Torbenson, Ed.D.
PHE Comprehensive Examination
Evaluation Criteria Examination Format

The examination period will be four
hours. Please use 8 1/2 X 11 size paper
only in preparing your answer, which
should take the form of a graduate paper,
minus the title page, abstract and list of
references. Do not identify yourself or
the name and location of your
Assignment
organization. However, in your paper,
please
identify your PHE specialization
Using this quotation as a basis for your
and the type of institution/organization
discussion, answer the following four
with which you are connected.
questions in light of your specialization,
and of the institution/organization of which
you are a part:
Criteria for Evaluating Performance on
1. How have the three variables mentioned the Written Examination.
above (technology, commerce, and
The three person faculty panel of
global activities) affected your
evaluators will individually review each
organization?
examination according to the following
2. What do these changes require from
criteria:
you as a practitioner in your
Organization. Evidence of a logical
specialization?
and meaningful consistency in the
3. How has your organization responded
to these changes? Consider in your
discussion both learners and
organizations.
4. What must be done to assure the
relevancy of this new paradigm in your
organization?
Reminders
1. Read the question carefully. Outline
and plan your response before you
begin to write the paper. Be certain you
include all parts of the question.
However, extensive use of short
outlined sections within your paper is
not appropriate. Headings from your
outline should be followed by wellwritten exposition in paragraph form.
Attach the outline to your final
response.
2. Develop your answer from significant
concepts and insights gained from your
core and specialization seminars,
practicum reports, and summer institute
sessions. Draw upon relevant literature
and cite sources as appropriate.
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WRITING TIPS FROM
CHICAGO CLUSTER
COORDINATOR, "DR. T"

structure of the response to the
structure of the assignment; evidence
of a planned presentation having a
clear flow from beginning, through the
middle, to the conclusion.
Completeness. Evidence of having
covered all parts of the assignment in
the response.
Relevance. Maintenance of pointed
and clear relationships in the response
to the assignment; avoidance of
digression from main points of
assignment; avoidance of"boiler
plate" or "filler" material; avoidance
of redundant matter and educational
jargon.
1King, M. C., Koller, A., & Eskow,
S. (1995). World community college:
Using technology to provide interactive,
comprehensive, personal learning.
Visions, Winter, 46.
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Give me Five!!! Chapter Five that is ...
This chapter seems to be giving students a
lot of trouble. The title of the chapter is:
DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS,
IMPLICATIONS, AND
RECOMMENDATIONS. This final
section of your practicum report should
discuss and interpret the results in
relationship to the underlying problem and
the purpose of the study. The following is
a list of suggestions to help clarify what
goes in these different areas of Chapter
five:
Discussion-Remember, this is a
discussion of your results. Link your results
to the practicum problem and your
literature review. Is there anything in the
literature (previous research studies)
supporting or contradicting your study?
Do not introduce new literature sources at
this point. Chapter five is wrapping things
up, not bringing up new material. Keep the
discussion focused on your study. Do not
go off on tangent topics.
Conclusions-Remember, this is where
you answer question(s) based on your
results. You may give specific conclusions
in relation to the internal validity, the
nature of the problem, and the findings of
other researchers. Do not make
conclusions that go beyond the scope of
your practicum.
Implications-Remember, this is where
your creativity, interpretations, and
opinions (based on data) should emerge.
Implications flow logically from your
conclusions. They include the effects of
the outcome of your project on educational
practice. Do not include implications
which are too broad; they should
specifically redress the problem and
purpose of your study.
Recommendations-Remember, this
section tells the reader what the next steps
should be. There are four types of recommendations: action, evaluation, dissemination, and further research. Recommendations should flow logically from your
implications. No recommendations should
be made without the results of the study; do
not pull them out of the air. Reread your
EXPECTATIONS section of your
practicum proposal for clues for possible
recommendations.
PHE Newsletter

DIRECTOR'S TEAM MEETING FEBRUARY 3-4, 1996
By Kim Metcalf, chairperson of the
Student Graduate Council

Course Overlap - Overlap of course
schedules between spring and summer
terms has been resolved.
Content Overlap-It was discussed
that some students felt there is overlap in
the content of the courses, and that this
results in duplication of some material
and types of assignments. PHE is
currently in the process of reviewing the
content of the following and their
objectives: the six core courses, the
specialization courses, the
comprehensive examination, and the
practicum and MARP process. The
review is to determine how the current
program meets the needs of our students
for the twenty-first century.

Kim Metacalf

This February, as the chairperson of
the Graduate Student Council, I had the
privilege ofrepresenting the students at
the winter meeting of the Director's Team,
held in Fort Lauderdale, Florida. I stayed
in a lovely suite at the Sheraton Plantation
Hotel, enjoyed delicious food, and very
lively discussions.
The Director's Team meetings were
held on Saturday and Sunday, February 34, starting promptly at 9 a.m.
Representation was present from the many
groups that make Nova Southeastern's
PHE program possible.

Comprehensive Examination-The
schedule and proctor policy for the
comprehensive examination was
discussed. There could be an
accreditation concern when the
comprehensive examination is not taken
at the cluster site. The schedule for the
comprehensive examinations will be reexamined to determine if an alternative
schedule may better meet the needs of
the students.
Practicums-James Lorion expressly
asked the students not to use overnight
mail to send in practicum proposals or
reports. The evaluator has two weeks to
review the materials, and sending it

Representation includes members
from each of the following constituencies:
cluster coordinators, practicum evaluators,
MARP advisors, national core lecturers,
specialization lecturers from PHE central,
and the Graduate Student Council. The
time was filled with reports and discussion
from all of the groups. It was a great
opportunity (as a student) to learn more
about how PHE accomplishes all that it
does. It also was a great opportunity to
brainstorm and give input through the eyes
of a student.

overnight will not speed up the response
from the evaluator. So unless there is
another reason why students are sending
overnight mail, they can save their
money.
It was also discussed that students
were concerned about the consistency in
practicum evaluations.
Students can expect a two-week
turnaround from the date received by the
national lecturer to the date mailed to the
student; so students must allow sufficient
time for mail service.

Action Forms-Students wanted to
know what response could be expected
from sending in action forms. It was
stated that the students could simply
followup on the form. More
importantly, it was decided that a written
response from PHE was important in
acknowledging the action form request.
As far as PHE administration is
concerned, all action forms from last
summer were addressed.
Library Services-It was brought to
the attention of the Director's Team that
interlibrary loans can take up to four
weeks, which is a real problem for
students on a time line. Just recently,
PHE has addressed this issue and has
made some positive changes in response
to student concerns in this area. (Also see
page 6 under PHE Update)
continued on page 15

There were many topics discussed
over the course of the two days including
the following issues which impact PHE
students:

High Pass-It was discussed and
emphasized that faculty may assign a
"High Pass" to a student. This is at the
discretion of the faculty member and will
not appear on the student's transcript.
Top (L to R) Dr. Martin Parks, Dr. Jim Lorion, Dr. Diane Paul, Dr. Don Bryant,
Dr. Linda Scheirton, and Dr. Delores Smiley. Bottom (L to R) Dr. Nancy Gadbaw,
Dr. Toni L' Hommedieu, Kim Metcalf, Carol Petrozella, and Dr. Norma Goonen.
PHE Newsletter
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continued from page 14

Summer Institute-In response to students
evaluations, all specialization seminars will meet
in the mornings at summer institute. Also, in
response to student feedback and desire for more
time to network with other students, there will be
six networking sessions at the end of the week,
which will be facilitated by students.

Locations for 1996, 1998, and 2000 summer
institutes will be at The Westin La Paloma,
Tucson, Arizona. Locations for 1997, 1999, and
2001 summer institutes will be at the Marriott
Harbor Beach Resort, Fort Lauderdale, Florida,
which is right on the ocean.
In conclusion, attending the Director's Team
meeting in Fort Lauderdale, Florida, was a great
experience. I was able to share a number of
student concerns (more than what was presented
here), and gain a clarified personal understanding
of how things are done at PHE. This can only
serve to benefit me as well as the members of the
Graduate Student Council as we work to achieve
our objectives for the remainder of the year. I feel
that the Director's Team is a vital link to all parts
of the NSU educational system, and that I am very
fortunate to have been a part of this learning
experience.

REACH FOR YOUR GOALS
BY LARRY S. CHENGGES

Whatever the goal we're pursuing,
no matter how rugged the climb,
we're certain to get there
by trying our best,
and taking one day at a time.
"Forever" is hard to imagine
"the Future" may seem far awaybut every new dawn brings
a wonderful chance to do what we
can on that day.

Richard M. Goldman, Ph.D.,
Dean (Ext. 7440)
goldman@fcae
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As you reach for the goals
you would like to achieve,

Carrie A. Nielsen
Secretary to the Faculty
(Ext. 4761)
nielsenc@fcae

may you find all the strength
you will need-to meet every
challenge,

NOTE:

one step at a time till the day
when you proudly succeed!. ..
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SEND IN YOUR NEWS!
Programs for Higher Education invites you to submit news of your activities and accomplishments. Please print or type your
news item on the form below.
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Title_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Organization _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Cluster____________ Specialization._____________ Graduation Year _______
Mailing A d d r e s s - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Telephone (_ _) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 am submitting this news item: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Clip and mail to:

Editor, Practitioners' News, Programs for Higher Education,
Nova Southeastern University, 3301 College Avenue, Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33134

If a graduate or a student you know is not receiving a copy of the PHE newsletter and desires to do so, complete this form
with the correct name and address.

Nova Southeastern University is accredited by the Commission on Colleges of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools to award bachelor's, master's, educational specialist,
and doctoral degrees. Nova Southeastern UIDversity admits students of any race, color, sex, age, nondisqualifying disability, religion or creed, or national or ethnic origin.
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